
The Declaration for the Republic of New Brunswick 

The seafaring sovereigns and the tribes of our earth founded paths on the 
waterways and in the forests of a new land long ago by using the stars, their 
instincts and by skill through the reading of a compass. Farmers and villagers 
traveled from the south to start pretty towns and build bridges.  

All sent prayers to the Great Spirit and Creator Almighty requesting favor and 
safety, freedom, prosperity and peace with the land while resisting man made 
tyranny. The true soul of our sovereigns has been laid bare and tested often. 

This land became known as our beloved New Brunswick. 

Mistakes have been made, wars have been waged, lives and knowledge have 
been lost. 

The sovereigns of today inhabiting New Brunswick share a tremendous challenge 
as did our ancestors of the past. 

The spirit and soul of the New Brunswick sovereigns, the native, the French and 
those of English ancestryhave braided together through conflict, survival, and 
choices made as we share this rugged geography of wilderness and powerful 
coasts. 

We choose now to unify and strengthen ourselves we the sovereigns humbly, 
clearly claim our destiny as sovereigns. 

We acknowledge sovereignty resides in we the sovereigns. We have grown up 
together in this beautiful home. 

Often violence has ben part of our story and we desire to change our futures for 
the better. 

We are finding our way out from under a great deception, a dark legacy that has 
been put upon us by corrupt lawlessness and soulless systems and individuals 
who have sought to destroy, rob, and bring every sort of evil to us. 

To those who have carried out abuses of power upon us, trafficking our children, 
too gross to comprehend, you will not extinguish our faithfulness, our good will, 
our love for each other and our nation. 



The destruction of our spiritual, community and family values will not be 
tolerated any longer, neither will the resorting to debt slaveries through excessive 
unlawful taxations which are supporting criminality, removing our freedoms, 
destroying the water and the forests, the cities and towns of our natural New 
Brunswick home. 

We are called to find that shining path once again to hear the call of a new 
adventure within our warrior and saintly natures. 

We will use our wit, our spirit, our good will, our hope and our love to restore 
what has been immorally removed from us. 

The time is now to uphold the moral compass as we turn ourselves away from the 
rocks of corruption. 

We choose more wisely to enter the clearing ahead to end oppressiveness within 
our borders, lands, and institutes.  

We begin anew, a course for a brighter healthier and more prosperous future for 
all by the formation of a new republic, the republic of New Brunswick. Once 
labelled as the poorest province by the de facto government known as 
corporation Canada, we throw off this grievous diminishment of our true 
character and spirit. 

Wea are a resilient, moral, compassionate, adventurous, spirited and faithful 
people. 

We possess a merry and music making heritage. 

We honor the elders in our midst and listen at their knees the many stories of 
victory and courage 

We learn wisdom and truth from those whom cam before healing for the nations 
is our contribution to the world through song and dance, sharing social media, 
peace pipes and cathedrals in the sainted towns, cities and rivers across our 
nation as we discover our love of travel. 

We unashamedly speak of our love for our creator holding prayer in public spaces 
and celebrating diverse family and community events. 



We stand boldly and take our place in the universe and align ourselves with other 
sovereigns. 

We share in the healing of all by replacing fear and lace with our knowledge of 
medicines, therapies, alternatives, natural and traditional ways. 

The concept “politician” will be erased and made obsolete from the collective 
consciousness and vocabulary within the republic of New Brunswick. 

The devastation and harm purported against sovereigns has been so complete, 
we are unable to salvage any of the ideology of previous governances. 

Politicians are banned from and shall not serve in any administration capacity due 
to the obvious failure to ever reform the economic, health, educational, political, 
justice, defense, police, never showing evidence to protect and respect 
sovereigns. 

We have received instead lawlessness, power abuses, removal of our rights, 
corruption, property evictions, taxations used as a means of wealth building for 
themselves, predatory banking, deception, perversion, fraud, poverty, theft and 
elitist distain and insults, injustice and inequality, and divisiveness. 

We choose now to govern ourselves by constitutional assemblies to pursue justice 
and fairness, respect through a form of republic by appointments, selections and 
elections, through direct vote over representation. 

Every vote, every voice is a benefit to the republic. Sovereign participation 
decides moral and lawful action and laws setting our priorities according to the 
sovereigns’ choices. 

We the sovereigns of the republic of New Brunswick choose wisely ensuring 
happiness and freedom of speech as we pledge to act in the best interest of the 
sovereigns without harm, loss or injury, to reclaim our courts in the use of natural 
sovereign law rather than corporate law. 

To harmonize ourselves requires us to be quite virtuous, a nation under god, 
transparent, caring, enlightened, to be just, healthful, faithful, abundant and free. 
As we heal ourselves, our nation, we realize we are home and are sovereign 
forever at last.  UnifyThePeople.ca 

 


